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Hi,
We thank you for your request of this detailed analysis of Jackie Chan's theme of pentanalogy.
We sincerely wish that through this analysis you would have understood the extraordinary extent and possibilities of
pentanalogy. Share access to this science with people close to you so that they can also discover their potential !
Would you like to know more? Make a request for a personalized consultation with an experienced pentanologist
listed in our Website. Or else participate in one of our complete upcoming meetings in pentanalogy.
Best wishes and see you soon
Lydia & Philippe Bosson
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DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THEME
Interpretation of the pentagram and texts Lydia Bosson

JACKIE CHAN
07 April 1954
1. Introduction
In pentanalogy, we distinguish 9 types of
individuals, that is 9 basic radiations. Each type of
pentanalogy perceives the world differently. The
type is the radiation, the main life theme. It is the
colour of the individual. The basic filter by which
the individual will perceive life experiences. Of
course, the type occupies a crucial part in the
pentagram but the figures that it is made of also play
a major role.
The moment the working of one's type is perceived,
one understands that our perception in relation to our
past, our emotions and our sufferings are not
collective general information but actually
individual and personal perceptions. Becoming
aware of one's type and its mechanism, helps us to
free ourselves and grow.
The program is such that the type code enables us to
get information on previous lives and on parents'
relationships at the time of our conception. To
conclude, each type has its own qualities, challenges
and obstacles to overcome. To be born with a certain
pentanalogic type therefore indicates what spectacles
we are going to use to perceive our environment and
what are the experiences that we are going to live.
1. The decisive age or the key to maturity
An important change in Jackie Chanr life

The decisive or maturity age is the result of all the
numbers in Jackie Chanr date of birth. For example
if Jackie Chan born in 25.11.1972 = 2 + 5 + 1 + 1 +
1 + 9 + 7 + 2 = 28 = 2 + 8 = 10 (see introduction on
the pentanalogy website). The native of this date is a
type 10. In the above example the decisive age is at
28 years.
The decisive age can be considered as the
fundamental step when this thing inside of us –
called the self, the unconscious or even the soul –
reaches maturity. It’s at this moment that it becomes
determined and is ready to accomplish its mission.
For this reason we live around the decisive age
important moments. This can happen months before
or after this maturity age. These are often essential
experiences. This moment can be marked by an
event that can take this kind of form : wedding,
birth, professional change, meeting of a partner,
travel, settlement in a new country, relationship
change or an other new step in life.
The years before this step are part of the learning
and training to finally arrive on the path.
After this step, it’s like the path before Jackie Chan
unveils its magnificence and that its way gets all its
soundness. A new vision appears. It allows to give a
true direction to its existence. It’s like from now on
the mission, the personal quest, the search of this
balance – unreachable until now – reveals itself
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completely. We can truly talk about Jackie Chanr
freedom.

Jackie Chan's maturity age is at : 30
2.Jackie Chan's type

Jackie Chan's way of functioning in existence and
his talents
The pentagram represents a star with five
branches on which we can distinguish 10 positions,
each one of them has a signification on a specific
theme of life. The positions are fundamental because
the digit is present, double, absent or visited by
another digit, the pentagram will be very different.
In this way, each pentagram is individual because
according to one's type (see the types) and the digits
of the date of birth, each constellation becomes
unique. Discover how Jackie Chan deal with the
important matters of his/her existence.
Jackie Chan among those of type 3 in pentanalogy
that symbolizes
force of action
. Joyful, naughty, creative, communication is Jackie
Chanr main value. Passionate, generous, expressive,
Jackie Chan like to convince, which is easy for
Jackie Chan because Jackie Chan can master the
verb with ease and know how to motivate and
inspire others.
Jackie Chan like to discover the world but also like
to be discovered. Words are constantly jostling in
Jackie Chanr mind and Jackie Chan cannot wait to
make things happen.
The term
reaction

has great significance for Jackie Chan.
Jackie Chan react immediately
. Jackie Chanr legendary spontaneity can however
play tricks on Jackie Chan: Jackie Chan react often
without thinking and Jackie Chan could end up
losing ground in situations that are beyond Jackie
Chanr control. Then under stress, Jackie Chan get
angry and find it difficult to express Jackie
Chanrself clearly and this generates a negative
attitude with people around Jackie Chan.
In spite of Jackie Chanr open mind Jackie Chan
sometimes
fear others' reactions
; Jackie Chan hide Jackie Chanr sensitive side. That
is why Jackie Chan hide Jackie Chanr problems or
worries, because critics attack Jackie Chan easily
and lead Jackie Chan to withdraw into Jackie
Chanrself. Learn to express Jackie Chanr need for
love clearly and frankly without fear of losing face.
Jackie Chan hardly look backwards, but are focused
on the future, because progress and innovation
interest Jackie Chan. Past years structures and forms
bore Jackie Chan. Jackie Chan attentive and Jackie
Chan see everywhere possibilities and solutions.
Hermès, God's messenger, could have been of type
3, because Jackie Chan know how to transmit and
communicate messages in such a way that they are
received positively. One could say that Jackie Chanr
spirit is positive which expresses itself verbally.
Writing and journalism and any other form of verbal
expression are talents that Jackie Chan could
develop because Jackie Chanr imagination
is
creative and poetic.
However, Jackie Chanr numerous talents do not
guarantee Jackie Chan an encounter with success
because He has the tendancy to spread Jackie
Chanrself too thin and thus waste Jackie Chanr
energy.
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Jackie Chan often show courage and perseverance
but Jackie Chan collapse right from the first
criticism and hide Jackie Chanr sensitive and fragile
side behind a «sure of myself » screen with a
tendency to become cynical.
If Jackie Chan stop mimicking the strong lady and
learn to show Jackie Chanr vulnerability, Jackie
Chan will attract persons who will know to show
Jackie Chan more tenderness and love that Jackie
Chan need so much. Jackie Chan could share Jackie
Chanr passions, and Jackie Chanr capacities to
convince and motivate others will therefore be
enhanced even more.

Jackie Chanr paramount fear is being alone
, not having anyone around Jackie Chan with whom
Jackie Chan can communicate, share. Then, Jackie
Chan often make compromises and sacrifice Jackie
Chanr primary needs. Jackie Chan don't particularly
express what Jackie Chan really desire for fear of
being rejected.
Beware! He has a tendency to criticize and judge,
sometimes Jackie Chan intolerent and impatient.
Jackie Chanr optimism is sometimes exaggerated
and Jackie Chan take useless risks. He has a
multitude of talents but He has a tendency to do too
many things at once.

Jackie Chanr qualities: Jackie Chan intuitive,
creative and enthusiastic. Jackie Chan know how to
motive and encourage others. He has a sense of
humour and know how to takes things in life
lightly.

Archetypes of type 3: It is therefore possible to
reinforce Jackie Chanr creativity and Jackie Chanr
need for expression, through professions like
journalism, writing, advertising, graphic design. But
Jackie Chan also have the profile for being an
actress, advocate, surgeon, beautician, sculptor,
therapist, interior designer, decorator, artist, and
finally warrior.

3. Determination of objectives
You are among those who are happy, making
spontaneous decisions, flexible, and open-minded to
be able to change directions at any moment. You are
free and do not necessarily feel the need to achieve
something at any cost. When you have visions, ideas
that you want to fulfill, you don&rsquo;t let yourself
be pressurized to make them a reality. As you are
not very sensitive to material constraints, you are not
afraid of these challenges as long as you are
determined and have decided. However, in order to
turn your dreams into reality, it is important to free
yourself from family patterns and have positive
ideas and visions. Be aware that you are actually
realizing what you had decided and not the goals
imposed on you.

Your keen sense of observation incites you to see
chances and possibilities of others without feeling
concerned for yourself. Especially for those you feel
concerned selective bur flexible you have especially
a passive role in the early part of your life. None the
less when you take a decision, you immediately
wish to concretes your objectives risking yourself as
being impatient.
This aspect denotes a strong tendency to reflect at
short term without having analyzed all the
consequences of your actions. Supple and open you
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know to adapt yourself and learn some new non
conformist e things. You like to evolve and avoid at
all costs.

structured. You have often a naïve and candid side
which makes it necessary that you should be able to
learn to make a proof of your descremenent.

4. Reasoning and analysis

5. Communication

You yearn to be able to think and analyse things in a
holistic manner. However this seems to be a real
challenge because your environment did not
necessarily favour this aspect in the beginning of
your life. Your mother is among those who are
anxious and rather scared, sometimes victims, and
the groups that gravitate around your family do not
seem very open. Intuitively you feel that you must
free yourself from these people's mindsets to grow,
find the path of joy and find your own free way of
thinking and analysing. Family constraints weigh a
lot in the beginning of your life. With competent
help and will, you will finally manage to form your
own opinion, find your path and win over your
past.

Flexible in your way of expressing yourself, you
never react according to a fixed mindset. You are
often unpredictible in your way of reacting and
introducing yourself. Your family and friends never
know completely how you can react because your
emotions depend on your psycho-emotional state of
the moment. Your way of doing things therefore
depends on your guidance. You hate routine and
need variety and diversity. You look for a
professional activity allowing you to be in contact
with other persons and where the capacity to
communicate plays an important role. If you develop
your capacity to visualise your objectives and if you
show optimism, by adopting a positive attitude,
success will be yours.

Salvedor Dali who having equaled his constellation
had said: your way of thinking is above all concrete,
realistic, practical and you seek perfection.
Economic in the soul you know to calculate and
manage. Your sense for calculation and for planning
makes you an excellent candidate for professions
having a logistic trait. It is easy for you to develop
some systems loading you to earn time and money.
You know to see all the aspects of a thing and
always seek to depend your seeking knowledge.
Your environment can make you pleasured you as
an entity obstinate not liking to change opinion or
conviction. This attitude can distance the people
around and make you feel alone and misunderstood.
Do not be obstinate and in order to keep control and
efficient the cowardly taken or defeated attitude.
Thus you can meet more serenity. Despite of your
capacity to think very mathematically and

Spontaneous, flexible, open and sociable, you love
to travel in teams and communicate with people.
You know to put yourself in value, share your ideas
with charm and you know to affirm your opinions
with courage. All this without neglecting your
capacity for empathizing and of compassion. It
causes you to be tendency to over estimate others.
You should learn to say "No" and to reflect before
accepting responsibilities or missions. This will
prevent you from feeling exploited. Despite the fact
that you force yourself not to communicate your
problems or your preoccupations. You are someone
transparent that which makes people immediately
know in which emotional state you are. It is very
difficult for you to accept and to manage a deception
and in this case you can no longer mislead.
Nevertheless, your passion to contribute to the
collective well being brings you much joy and
satisfaction.
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6. Time management and a sense of duty
You are among those men who are perfectionists,
who like precision and who want the realization of
plans to exactly correspond with their projection.
You happen to note that there is stress around you
without realizing that it is sometimes the source of
these tensions. This is because you are demanding
and you wish that your wife, children, colleagues,
employees apply the same principles of order and
perfection as you. Your need for material security is
very important and could dominate all the domains
of your existence. In this way it is difficult for you to
venture into unknown zones at the material level and
you can stagnate in uncomfortable situations for fear
of missing and losing things. You have the feeling of
being often confronted with material obstacles and
having to also constantly assume the «survival» of
your near and dear ones. You are often obsessed by
the feeling of «lacking» time. Learn to affront fate
with optimism, in a positive way, things will fall
into place more quickly and your sufferings will
cease. Stop working so much and give yourself more
leisure time, to enjoy your house, being with your
loved ones, more time for rest and regeneration.

7. Attitude in relationships
You are among those men who know how to realize
their ideals. You know how to face challenges in the
event of conflicts or problem. You like to live a
passion to the fullest, know how to make quick
decisions and move on to the next step, you don't
experience any difficulty in imposing and asserting
yourself within your family. Often your influence
makes your immediate family evolve because the
others wish to take advantage of your talent. Your
loved ones are important for you but you are also
attracted by far-away horizons, exotic cultures and

variety in general. You hate routine and seek
diversification and challenges to evolve. Don't dwell
on wanting to impose yourself and your need for
importance must be put into perspective. In this way
you will experience more what you want so much:
love.
You need a social life in order to feel at ease and
you like to share the good and bad moments. You
equally like to decide your life for yourself at the
same time you like to control (manage) and to guide
others. Once again the dogmas ant the rules are
some schemes to degrade and to refute. Tolerant,
you allow them to remain as long as they do not
empty them selves on you territory animated by the
compassion you know to meet the others in their
diversity. The difficult situations are overcome and
you do not keep as much of them from greet sears
.In a general way, you have a tendency to go out of
yourself in life and to remain optimize in the face of
them. You cultivate the joy and avoid at all costs the
feeling of being impressed

8. Family influence and vital energy
You are hardly disturbed by material constraints, as
long as you don't have to face financial pressures.
You often adopt a slightly passive attitude, and wait
for signs for actions that you must undertake. In the
beginning, you behave a bit clumsily when it comes
to earning your life, because you assume that this
must run smoothly. Your choice is almost unlimited
as far as your vocation and professional activity is
concerned, but you must above all recognize this
freedom. In order to seize the opportunity to realize
your vocation, you must show initiative,
responsibility and independence. Otherwise, you
leave room for fear, constraint and stress. If you
remain passive, it may be that you had to face
financial constraints in order to become aware of
your resources, capacities and luck. In problematic
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situations, you often demonstrate imagination and
creativity. Right from the moment when you learn to
take your own decisions and be independent, there is
nothing to stop abundance and material success. You
gain confidence in yourself when you succeed in
realizing your own ideas. Even if you are separated
from your family physically and you feel strange
about it, you are connected psychologically and
mentally. You will succeed in cutting the
« umbilical cord», only by becoming aware of the
events of your childhood. Sometimes, you
unconsciously
reproduce
your
parents'
comportments because you have not understood
their mechanisms well.
You know to adopt yourself easily to and to entirely
focus on the needs of your life partner / companion
at the risk of neglecting your own evolution.
Sensible you need a harmonious environment and to
take care of yourself. Your patience of ten makes
you to adopt a position of wailing (expectation) by
(relations) connections to things which neither
provokes discussions and conflicts. Reserved with
your companions you do not like to admit your weak
points and need much time in order to regenerate
yourself. Do not (think that) believe that uncertainty
dares you to affirm an advantage to express your
desires. It is thus that you will feel yourself
connected to others and that your relations will be
more open.

9. Identity and individuality
You are among those who don't like being ordered
around and if that is so, you feel easily compromised
in your freedom and individuality. Your first
reaction may be an outright refusal before reflecting
on different options of putting things into practice.
Then, you could suddenly surprise your family and
friends, for after reflection, you anyhow carry out
the request made. You like your advice to be

accepted and implemented and you may be offended
if your help is refused or not heard. You have a clear
mind about what is right and wrong and sometimes
struggle to get a new insight into things. Your sense
of justice is developed but is based on your
individual concept. You are very attached to your
convictions and toil to modify them or change
perspective. You like giving help and support to
others but be careful not to impose yourself. Being
on the fringe and different doesn't bother you and
you like having the feeling of being a little
« special », unconventional. You can't stand being
« controlled» and always look for domains and
activities with which you can experience your
independence and individuality. You fear losing
your freedom if you submit yourself. Are you
overestimating
values
like
freedom
and
individuality? How do you manage to be part of a
team, a group? However, you like to change and
with your spiritual growth you can free yourself
more and more from your egocentric needs and
concentrate on the essential aspects of life.

10. Beauty, love and harmony
You were born without any specific expectation
from love. You have the opportunity to experience
new things in this domain and accomplishing love
depends only on you. It is therefore up to you to
manage this aspect of your life. You will first of all
adopt an attitude that will bring you to live some
experiences with various persons, as a trial. It is rare
that you like the same profile and the same type of
persons for a long time. Your choice can therefore
be multiple and you have the freedom to choose
those that you want to love. However, you must
learn to clearly state your needs and desires and
express your visions on your relationships. This
requires an inner process and a work on oneself,
otherwise you will remain vague and only be in
experimental phases.
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In your relationships you know to adapt yourself
with a great rapidity and to make your mark.
Unconsciously you consider that the association
with certain pairs (teams) will reflect what you are.
An excellent actress you know to play the role which
others expect from you as corollary to the tendency
to admire others and to ignore your own
possibilities. In case of problems you have a
tendency to retire yourself and to luck. You should
thus learn to concentrate yourself on what is
important for you. Your experiences which can be
negative or positive can become beneficial to help
others.

possibility coming back after stopping it. Once again
you will meet success uniquely actear objective is
fixed. Otherwise you have a tendency to disperse
yourself you should learn to let go of the past and be
open to the future. Above all you should learn to
come to the things without wishing to control them
at all costs. In the force of wishing to avoid to be
seared (trapped caught up) you should exactly hold
on to this situation often by perfectly paying no
attractive people, you should cultivate the habit of
telling things go and yourself from this, need to
be(keep yourself) in control.

12. Vocation and relationship to authority
11. Listening skills and integration
You are free in your choice of your centres of
interest. You can thus decide what you want to
know, learn, specialize in etc. All you have to do is
to ask, and you will obtain the required information.
However, if the request is not clearly worded, access
will be barred. You need to show initiative and have
a clear objective to acquire this knowledge. If you
are interested only in the community «trend», you
risk omitting in recognizing your real talents.
Nevertheless, as you have a difficult choice to make,
you require some time to determine your field of
interest. You have the possibility of developing
talents in the most varied domains. However, it is
important for you to learn to transmit the skills that
you have acquired. Thus you evolve on all levels of
life, spiritual, mental, emotional and material. If you
use this spiritual seed and you contribute more at the
right moment and at the right place then the
Universe will reward you abundantly. Knowing how
to seize this opportunity depends a lot on the work
that you do on your personal development.
You interest yourself to many things in life without
nonetheless you concretely fix yourself. These
engagements make you afraid because there is no

You are free in your choice of your social status. In
the beginning of your life, you tend to adapt yourself
or submit yourself because you are not used to
power nor have the required skill to use it. Then, you
often adopt a similar attitude to that of the dominant
father figure, in the face of authority or domination.
The way your father has lived his male side, greatly
influences your yang side. If he was not able to free
his inner power, you may fear authority during your
entire life. If he were someone who knew how to
share and transmit a sense of security, then you will
know to take initiatives and commit yourself.
However, you are free to be aware of this
phenomenon and thus enable your real potential to
free itself. You must reflect on what you feel with
others: Do you feel helpless in the event of conflict?
Are you looking for protection and help when you
need to defend yourself? Your experiences during
childhood are determining factors in finding
answers to these questions.

As the relationship with the father figure is often
difficult,
sometimes
non
existent,
the
communication with men in general is not evident
immediately at first. You should learn to develop
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and function a certain objects with this regards. This
phenomenon can equally create some difficulties to
know your life and what type of profession you
really wish to excersise. Your enemy should be
channelized to in order to find your location. And to
follow your path without you letting yourself be
distracted and manipulated before conquering all
other altruistic. You should above all realize
yourself .Do not sacrifice of your dreams for fear of
being more loved and to affirm yourself in your
mission.

Conquering a threshold enables one to free oneself,
create a new space that one can arrange according to
one's wishes.
If difficulties are considered as opportunities that
can consciously change our destiny, the passage of
the threshold brings a new freedom and liberates our
real potential. Our inner strength is thus reinforced.
Any problem resolved, any difficulty surmounted,
any obstacle eliminated brings gain and success to
the one who knew to handle it!
The material threashold (5-7)

13. The challenges of existence or thresholds
BIRTH & VITALITY
The more the circumstances will be against You, the
more the inner strength will be striking.
- Vivekananda
The reading of your pentagram allows a threshold to
appear. It is a combination of digits that includes
two opposite polarities.
It can see itself as door, a passage, an opening or a
bridge: in all these cases, it is a challenge to be
conquered in order to create harmony between two
aspects that seem to be totally contradictory.
It stands out as an examination to be taken and is
connected with a process of personal development.
It is therefore a stage to be crossed.
The problems, obstacles, difficulties, realization
constitute these thresholds and our duty is to
conquer them.
To live one's threshold is an opportunity that allows
us to abandon old patterns, abandon our beliefs,
constraints and obstacles.

Of all the thresholds, it is the easiest to win over
because most of the time it is already conquered at
birth. You may have been born with difficulty. Right
from this time you have been placed under an
important divine protection, and although you are of
an impulsive and instinctive character, you are
slowly guided without you being aware of it. Born
with certainties inscribed deep down in your cells
you will go through life against hell and high water.
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Display your desires and will clearly: they will thus
be always taken into consideration. Even though
your life's path is sometimes difficult, you know
how to accept it because your subconscious knows it
has to face difficulties to be able to evolve and
accomplish its mission on earth. Optimistic and fun
loving, during difficult times you know how to see
the good sides of things and can easily make up the
lost ground. Your flexibility helps you to adapt
yourself to new situations. Having reached a new
stage of incarnation, you are capable of undergoing
hard blows from fate without ever being destroyed.
You have to however to respect the laws if you don't
want to stagnate at this level. You must thus get
involved to acquire new knowledge and widen your
horizon. Therefore, you are often considered as
special, different, indeed exotic. Non-conformist,
you wish to improve and change the events in order
to contribute to a better life on earth. See to it that
you don't misuse your powers on others. You are
likely to undergo material constraints obliging you
to question yourself and review your strategies and
your lifestyle in general. At the physical level, you
can get a feeling of general heaviness and more
particularly in the legs. You are deeply linked with
telluric forces and sometimes struggle to detach
yourself and progress. Learn therefore to «let go» on
a daily basis and refuse to play a role of victim. Be
also aware of your power and avoid abusing it. Thus,
your life will be lighter and will become more
cheerful.

14. Jackie Chan's mental attitude and professional

Sometimes those around you perceive you as
obstinate and stubborn, because you want to impose
your visions and your objectives. To revolutionize
things and change the existing structures do not
scare you and you hate rigidity. Nevertheless, you
don’t particularly realize that you can be very firm
when it comes to pursuing a precise goal or if it
means defending your ideas. If you succeed in
freeing yourself from inculpable beliefs through
your education, your professional possibilities are
quite unlimited and you will succeed in realizing
great missions.

15. Conclusion
Your evolution comes from some keys that you
need to know how they work. You need to be aware
to how much communication influences your reality,
your acts, actions and realisation. You also need to
open up to the power of speaking and to the
acceptance of your own weaknesses is a strength.
Asking for help is not "losing face" and you should
dare to communicate a precise goal without waiting
for different opportunities. It is also important to
give back to the community what you got from it.
It´s the isolation inheritated from your previous
incarnations that create your undeniable fear of
loneliness. keep the reactions of your "public* in
perspective and dare to reveal what´s inside your
heart. Observe your words, your communication.
Observe the connection bewteen what you say and
what you do. If you don´t understand the reactions
of your words, then take a step back.

You like to collaborate and associate yourself with
others in a harmonious and peaceful environment.
The small attentions and appreciations count a lot
for your well-being. For your evolution it is
important to come out of your beaten tracks and
experience new horizons and perspectives.
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